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General Instructions
1) Read carefully and attempt all questions.
2) Encircle the correct option of each MCQ as shown in the example below.
   Example I like to ____________ vegetables.
      a) ate               b) eaten
      c) eat               d) eating

3) Use black/blue ink for writing. Use of lead pencil is not allowed.
4) If more than one option is encircled in a question, no mark will be given.

Total Marks: 48  Part-A (Multiple Choice Questions)  Total Time: 1 Hour

Instructions:-Thirty-two (32) Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) are given in this part.
Each question carries 1.5 marks.

Q. No. 1. I saw a __________ of pigeons in the sky.
      a) bunch               b) team
      c) flock               d) crowd

Q. No. 2. Ali will need a __________ to see the word meanings.
      a) dictionary           b) newspaper
      c) cook book            d) drawing book

Q. No. 3. When you commit a mistake and accept it, you say
      a) I am thankful.        b) I am sorry.
      c) It’s ok!              d) It’s right.

Q. No. 4. How many syllables are there in the word “cupboard”?
      a) One                   b) Two
      c) Three                 d) Four
Q. No. 5. ___________ was present in the class except Aslam.
   a) Anybody  b) Someone  c) Everybody  d) Anyone

Q. No. 6. The baby has been playing ___________ several minutes.
   a) for  b) from  c) since  d) with

Q. No. 7. The sentence with correct use of article is
   a) She is an intelligent girl.  b) He came here a hour ago.
   c) His father is an doctor.  d) She was holding a umbrella.

Q. No. 8. Shazia _______ her friend last Sunday.
   a) visit  b) visits  c) visiting  d) visited

Q. No. 9. The sentence with correct position of adverb “last” is
   a) Last week, we were stuck in the lift for an hour.
   b) Week last, we were stuck in the lift for an hour.
   c) Week, we last were stuck in the lift for an hour.
   d) We were stuck last in the lift for an hour week last.

Q. No. 10. Ahmed wants to__________ in England.
   a) study  b) studied  c) studying  d) studies

Q. No. 11. The adjective of word “Pakistan” is
   a) Pakistans  b) Pakland  c) Pakistani  d) Pakistani

Q. No. 12. I poured water__________ the glass.
   a) of  b) to  c) into  d) on

Q. No. 13. My mother _______ us an interesting story yesterday.
   a) tells  b) tell  c) told  d) telling

Q. No. 14. The sentence with correct capitalization is
   a) Aslam and Akram Live In karachi.  b) Aslam And Akram Live in Karachi.

Q. No. 15. Choose the correct punctuation mark to fill in the blank.
   We took colouring books_____ colouring pencils and many games on vacation.
   a) ,  b) ?  c) !  d) “ ”

Q. No. 16. The sentence with correct use of adjective is
   a) Mount Everest is the high peak in the world.
   b) Mount Everest is the highest peak in the world.
   c) Mount Everest is highest peak in the world.
   d) Mount Everest is higher peak in the world.

Q. No. 17. Maria will clean the room.
   The question form of the above given sentence is
   a) Why did she clean the room?  b) Where did she clean the room?
   c) When did she clean the room?  d) Who will clean the room?
Q. No. 18. Ahmad said, “The Earth revolves around the Sun.”
   The correct indirect narration to the above sentence is
   a) Ahmad said that the Earth was revolving around the Sun.
   b) Ahmad said that the Earth is revolving around the Sun.
   c) Ahmad said that the Earth revolves around the Sun.
   d) Ahmad said that the Earth has revolved around the Sun.

Read the following paragraph carefully and answer Q. No. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25.

Hockey is one of the popular Olympic Sports. Women’s hockey teams of several countries took part in the Olympic Games in 1980 for the first time. The first Olympic gold medal was won by the women’s hockey team of Zimbabwe. Nowadays many other international tournaments are also organized for women’s teams. Hockey is a national game of Pakistan. Both men and women hockey teams of Pakistan take part in national and international tournaments. In Pakistan, good players are picked up from local clubs and trained by the Pakistan Hockey Federation to play matches against other countries. Pakistan’s hockey team is one of the strongest teams in the world. It has won many gold, silver and bronze medals in these tournaments.

Q. No. 19. In which year did women’s hockey teams take part in Olympic Games for the first time?
   a) 1979    b) 1980    c) 1981    d) 1982

Q. No. 20. The women’s hockey team of Zimbabwe won the first Olympic _____medal.
   a) bronze    b) iron    c) gold    d) silver

Q. No. 21. Pakistan Hockey Federation trains
   a) coaches    b) players    c) referees    d) umpires

Q. No. 22. The good players are picked up from the
   a) cities    b) local clubs    c) towns    d) universities

Q. No. 23. The meaning of “organized” is
   a) arranged    b) conducted    c) handled    d) participated

Q. No. 24. Tournaments are held to check the performance of
   a) coaches    b) teams    c) referees    d) umpires

Q. No. 25. The topic sentence of the passage is
   a) Hockey is one of the popular Olympic Sports.
   b) Pakistan’s hockey team is one of the strongest teams in the world.
   c) Women’s hockey teams of several countries took part in the Olympic Games.
   d) Nowadays many other international tournaments are also organized.
Read the following paragraph carefully and answer Q. No. 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and 32.

Most of the natural resources that we use come from the Earth. These natural resources like water, oil, natural gas, coal etc. are limited. This means these resources will not last forever. Some are renewable, like you plant a new tree when you cut one tree down. Other resources are not renewable. If you dig coal out of the ground it is gone once it is used. People are aware of the fact that natural resources of the Earth are limited. They can take measures to protect these resources. When a person tries to conserve a natural resource, he uses it wisely. One way to save fuel is to ride a bicycle or walk. Water is a very important natural resource because we all need it to stay alive. We can save water by ensuring that our pipes and water taps do not leak. We should use our washing machines only when we have sufficient clothes to wash. Water is a very precious and limited natural resource. The demand of water for agricultural, industrial and urban use is increasing at a very fast rate. Wise use of water resources should really be the concern of all people.

Q. No. 26. This paragraph is about
a) growing new plants b) preserving fuel
c) saving natural resources d) washing clothes in machines

Q. No. 27. Washing clothes with washing machine only when we have sufficient clothes to wash helps to____ our natural resources.
 a) reduce b) renew
c) save d) misuse

Q. No. 28. The phrase “conserve the natural resources” means to
a) increase the natural resources b) waste the natural resources
c) decrease the natural resources d) save the natural resources

Q. No. 29. The natural resources of the Earth are
a) sufficient b) unlimited
c) useless d) limited

Q. No. 30. We should _______ water.
a) save b) waste
c) pollute d) misuse

Q. No. 31. Who should be concerned about the sensible usage of natural resources?
a) Agriculturalists b) Urban users
c) Industrialists d) Every citizen

Q. No. 32. Most of the natural resources are the things
a) which will last forever. b) which are man-made.
c) which the Earth provides. d) which are unlimited.